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The':Aerm "autobiographicl memory" refers to the
411.

reoollection of memories thit people have about their past

experiences in life. IA the present context, autobiographiical

memories generated from internal and external sources are going

to be considered. Externally generated memories are' derived from

perceptual sources such as events, things, and peopte.thaLhave

been encountered -in, the past. Internally generated memories are
0

_derived from selfinitiated cognitive processes such as thought

or imagination.

It has been previously shown (Johnson, 1983) that' internally

and externally generated autobiographical memories differ in

characteristic ways. Comp.red to memories for imagined events

such as dreams and fantasies, memories for perceived events, such

as a party, a trip to the library, and a visit to the dentist,

contain more sensory, ,contextual, or temporal information. That

is, memories for perceived situations have'more visual details,

more taste, more information about the spatial arrangement cf

objects ant people present in the scene, and more precise

recollections about the year, season, daye.and hour in which the

event occurred than memories for imagined events. The reality

t
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monitoring model proposed by Johnson R Fdye (19.1) suggests 'ghat

such differences help people disciminate the origin, either

internal or external, of their memories.

The current,exppriinent examines the consequences of

cc/

rehearsal for simuLated perceived and imagined autobiographical

memories. In an, attempt to approach the complexity of

autobiographical events, and still introduce some control, we

`decided to use laboratory simulations of real life events rather

than eve'hts occurring in natval contexts* Fy using 'this

approach, we could control and equate the content of perceived

and imagined situations while approximating the complexity of

natural memories.

' We were particularly interested in which characteristic of

memories are most affected by rehearsal. For example, rehearsal

couto affect alt aspects of a memory equally. Or it could affect

only some .aspects such as the contextual or sensory infdrmation .

contained in the memory for the event.

We were also interested in the relative effects of rehearsal

on perceived and imagines memories.. That is, rehearsal could

affect characteristics of perceived and imagined memories equally

andv,Oherefore, maintain any original difference between them

(see upper part of Figure 1). On the other hand, rehearsal could

have differential effects, thus either enlarging (see middle

portion of Figure 1), or reducing (see lower part of Figure 1)

any origina' differences between the two kinds of memories.
4

Rehearsal might, for instance, creserve or increase sensory

information more fdr imagined thpn for perceived events. If so,
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one would expect judgments about the origin of the situations to
ti

become less accurate over time. Rehearsal. would then be a ,

r
pGtentiql mechanism yin creating confusions between memories for

perceived and imagined events.
a t

autiftits.-Thirty six undergraduate students from the StF,te

University of New rork at S,tony.Broc0 participated in the study.

Procedure. 'The experiment .was conductedd on 3 consecutive

days. During .the first session, subjefts.perceivedsix

situations and imagined another six 'situations. The events were
. . .

things such es writing a letter, being introduced to-an Indian

woman... (see Table 1).

0

. On perCeptual trials, subjects were given a piece of paper'

-c,

and actually wrote a bri )f le-, tter, ; or were actually introduced to

an Indian woman.

On imagined trials, subjects were read a script describing.

the situation as closely to its perceived version as possible.

For example, a portion of the script..\;describing the Indian, woman

goes as follows: "...Imagine that there is an Indian woman in

this room'talki to you. Try .tp imagine 'her.'ds clearly and

vividly as possible. She has typical Indian features: slim
.

figure, dark ski-n, long black hair. Imagine thtt she is standing

in front of you wearing a bright,' colorful sari." Situations were

counterbalanced so that any given one was perceived and. imagined

by an equal number ol subjects.

Durin,1 the second session, subjects rated their memories for

each one of the situationsl'using ratiflg.scales for each

of several dimensions' (see Appendix). (For example, /subjects-

. c
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rated sensory features such as amount of color in tht memory;

contextual. features such as location; emotional aspects such as

how positive or negative they felt; and structural aspects such

as how complex the overall story-line of the memory seemed to be.

Subjects then were instructed to think about each situation
P

either C, 4, or I times. On each rehtarsal trial,/subjects were

cued with an event label such as "Think about the clay pot" or

"Think.about the Indian woman" and were allowed 15 seconds to do

so. Particular events weTe,assigned equally often across subjects

to numbers of rehearsals.
r

During the third sessionisubjects rehearsed the situations

again; thus by the end of the last session, subjects had thought

16 times about some situations, 8 times about some others, pnd'no

times about others. At the end of the third session subjects

'again rated their memories for. the situations.

Of major int'rest is the comparison of ratings made before

and after the rehearsals.

Rt2ults. In order to compare, initial and post rehearsal

ratings, a 2x4 within subjects ANOVA was performed for each

rating scale collapsed across all situations. The two tactors in

the anatysfs were the origin of the situation perceived vs.

imagined and rehearsal before, after 0, after 8, and after 16

then conducted. Anrehearsals. Inoicated 'subsequent analyses we

alpha level of .01 was adoptedo

Rehearsal affected some aspects of the memories but not

others. First we are going to examine the Memory characteristics

that .sere affected by the instructions to think about the events.

a I
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Rehe,arsil had parallel effects on both perceived and

imagined memories for all visual atiributei (see Figure:2).
0

Significant main effects for both origin of the situation and
P

number of rehearsals were present in. alt visual items. Overall,

perceived memories were sharpers had more colors,, more visual

details, and were more vivid than imagined me ies. If not

rehearsed, the availability of visual informa on diminished. If

situations were rehearsed, initial levels were maintained, but
4

not exceeded. Origin of the situations and number olrehearsals

did not interact. .When. subsequent analyses were performed for ,

each situation separatedly, this pattern was found in 116out of

the 12 situations. for all visual asptcts.

Questions assesing the amount of detail, how confusing the.

memory seemedr and whether subjects felt any doubts about the

accuracy ol the memory followed a pttern very .similar to the

visual attributes (see Figure 3): In general, perceived memories
Tt.

were more detailed and-more comprehensible than imagined'ones;

participants had also less doubt6.and better overall memory for

perceived than for imagined events. If not rehearsed, perceived

and imagined memories were more sketchy, confusing, apd doubtful

than either before or after several rehearsals. No interactions

were present. When situations were analyzed separatedly, this

pattern was-found ih 9 out of the 12 situations.

The item assessing the complexity of the story line yielded

a significant origin x rehearsal interaction (see Figure 4).

There were no initial differences in terms of complexity between

perceived and imaqineesituations., This seems reasonable because'
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the situations were 'the same across suojects. If not,rehearsed,

the cwaplexity of'veiories for perceived ituations uecreased; if

rehearsed, it int4ased until it .reached initial Jits of

complexity.. The opposite occurs with the imagin rstons of

the situations: lack of rehearsal increases their comptexi*.ye.
'....;

whereas many rehearsals made the complexity decrease toJard
A ... ;

original levels. Even though we do not have a clear e'Apianation .

for this findingv we' do 'know now that it replicatest because we
,,

found the same pattern of results for complexity in a subsequent

study.

On the other hand, as it was mentioned earlier, some

characteristics of memories appeared'to become less availabe over

time and instructions to rehearse had no effect (see Figure 5).

For'exaMple, rehearsal did not affect memory for the sound, .

touch, temperature, what people thought at the time of the event,

and how much the situation revealed about themselves.
%EP

o

imElications and Conclusions. Thus, when instructed to

think atout situations like those presented in the study people

do not seem to focus in ca aspects contained in the original

event. Instructions to rehearse the events had an effect on

visual aspects, overall memory, and lack of confusions and doubts

about the accuracy of subjects recollections. Rehearsal

maintained original differences t4tween perceived and imagined

memories in those .4..ects, but it neither increased nor reduced

the differences.

The present findings are in agreement with arid extend

previous reality monitorin findings. People distinguish etweer
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memories'for,petceived and imagined event's basing their

!udgemenis on the typical. attributes of 'each type of memory (Raye

--t Johnson, 19P01. When sukjects are as,ked about their reasons to
4

believe that smething happened or they just imagined it

(Johnson, 19E5), they often refer to perceptual and contextual

attributes of the situation as evidence for its occurrence and

sometimes to' the lack of those attricutes as Evidence for mere

iMagina.tion. Ifs, as indicated by the. present results, initial
se

rdifferences in perceptual and contextual attributes are

.maintained even after people think repeatedly about the

situations it should hell. peo.ple discritinate the origin 'of their
e),

' memories. Otherwise, we would ..exeo.ct people to confuse memories,

for what is seen with'ememories., for what is imagined much more

frequently. If equal rehearsl of perceived and imagined eNents

does not reduce the differences between the memories for the
// k

events, rehears'at per se is not the mechanism by which reality

monitoring judgments dec( rease over time.

9
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Table 1

1 ,
..

I
insim0fA in Iht.F.ElatEiratnI

Meet an Indian Woman

Have. coffee with cookies

See two pictures of people

Visit, a work room in theesychology Lepartment

Introduce oneself

'Write a Letter to the' president of the University

Meet a Korean woman

Make a pot with clay,

Visit a Psychology computer Laboratory

Make an abstract collage

See three' pictures of works of aA

Have q 'soda. with munchies
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Questionnaire

M Y mgmgry fgr, this eygot is (gr ioyqlvgal:

1. dim 1 2

2.

40
black and 'hite 1 2

3.VisuaL detail little op/ none 1 2

4.Sounds little or none 1 2

5'.SmeLl little or .none 1 2

6.Touch tittle or none 1 2

7.Tastes little or none 1 2

8. Temperature

(warmth) little or none 1 2

9.0veraLL vividness is vague 1, 2

10.my memory for the

event is -- sketchy 1 2

11.0r4gr of events is confusing

or disjointed 1 2

12.atorx Line is simple 1 2

13. bizzarre 1 2

14.There is no "story ",only a .110 41.

3 4 5 6 7 sharp/clear

3 4 5 6 7 entirely in color

3 4 5 6 7 a Lot

3 4 5 6 7 a Lot

3 4 5 6 7 a Lot

3 4 5 6 7 a Lot .

3 4 5 6 7 a lot

3 4 5 6 7 a Lot

3 4 5 6 7 very vivid

3 4 5 6 7 highly detailed

3 4 5 6 7 comprehensible

3 4 5 6 7 complex.

3 4 5 6 7 realistic

(check box if

single image or idea ---- applicabLe).
wog

15.tx mL,Igrx fgc the Lgcation where thg event

tikti Lint

16.GeneraL setting

vague

is

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 clear /distinct

unfamiliar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 familiar

17Etiiiia ILAtial AECADMitai ia mi TIMM

17
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fQr flit MAIL ---- vague 1 2

1P.Relative slatial arrangement 91

3 4 5

2f.2211.

6 7 clear/distinct

it EX HIM

12E Ma EX201. --7: vague 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 clear/distinct

19.Event seems: short 1 2 3 4 5 6\7 longf,

20QXLAI1 Int 0. MEM2EX:,

negative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 positive

214_ his AMA I WAI:
,40

a spectator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 participant

22.At the timg thil event seemed like it wovId hate

atrial inliElIi2BA:

not at aLl 1 2 5 6 ?,,yes,definitely

23122kiffetilka nit tHOI diChtit 12E12111

not at aLL 1 2 3

24.1 rguskgr ink I felt at the time

4 5 6 7

the event

yestdefiniteLy

122k Ridge: not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 clearly

25.Eig11D9ls AI Ibt Iittl 'art:

negative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 positive

26. not intense 1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 very intense

27.A2 11W LEMIMbtfiD2 milts

my feelings are: not intense (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very intense

28.1 reElmbgr who I /nought ate tag time:

not at aLL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 clearly

24.1his memory reveals or saxs about me:

not much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a, Lot

3C.42XECAlls I muter Itia tytot:

hardly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very well

31.i.).ttlEttal2tE Ant as that haLetutd I6 ALIYAlit 12
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this gyent: \ not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 yes,clearLy

32.1 ttitmttr mut 114 haancd alimiht tint:

not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 yes,clearLy

334.2 Yai tau. an deulal abQ e1 thY kEkkiiX 21

your memory for this event?

a great deal of doubt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 no doubt

whatsoever

34.Since it haggenedi I have thought abosut this event:

not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 many times

35. 1 have talked ab2gt it:

not at aLL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 several times

3tolayl.xsig hg4 gthtr exkeriences simiLar

12 tbls EMI?

no, the event is unique 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 yes, quite

frequently

19
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